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Dana and her friend Shonna are going to a play. Shonna is a grown-up and she can do grown-up stuff
like get a driver's license and jobs and pay taxes. Dana thinks shes just a baby. She can only do the
things that she wants to do. She rides a bike, plays with dinosaurs, helps people like it, and her next
big project is probably going to be the Dinosaur Dance. She makes all the people around her have a
good time. There are two things she loves though: dancing and dinosaurs. I was around her whole

first year so I know the first time Shonna noticed Dana was dancing in place to Michael Jackson, she
was shocked. At first Dana was oblivious to her growing popularity. Fortunately Dana and Shonna get
to know each other better at camp and start to discover there are more sides to each other that they

thought they knew about. This is made more exciting by Dana discovering she has a brainy, and
slightly kooky, sister that she knows nothing about. Shonna is Dana's twin, and the two never knew

each other. Shonna is less into big, outdoor, dirty adventures and more into her studies and her
music. Shonna is also a student and a teacher in the same school. Dana loves her and they become
really good friends. Dana loves Shonna and later wants to do all kinds of fun stuff with her, like talk,

sing and dance. However, Dana is a little worried about seeing her when shes grown up. Maybe it will
be the little sister with the bad temper, Dana worries. However, Shonna seems to really be loving

this new phase of her life. Theres no mean sister, and Shonna is more grateful than ever.
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Dana is also working to redesign the LSRC Library site. She and Sam are moving forward with the
Social Media Committee. They want to create a space where young writers can share their work and

also contribute to what the Library sees as a melting pot for young people. They also want to
encourage the growing body of members to become involved with more activities on the site, and

use it as a tool to connect the different components of their work in all of the formats they produce.
We all create content, but to most people "content" is something that happens on paper, online or in
a video file. That content gets distributed to the world as another form of communication. The LAPL

Social Media Committee is hoping to take into account the changes we are going through in the
world, and plan a series of meetings with young people who are creating content that will help

inform the next generation of library users. When Dana started studying for her Master's degree, she
was taught how to be responsive. She learned how to access information on the web, email, and

social media by logging onto her research accounts and how to navigate all of the messages in each
box. Dana lives by these five scripts: Dana found the Dino Field Guide at the zoo. She watches the

wild T-rex give birth in a pen, and the baby T-rex becomes mesmerized by the Dino Field Guide, and
in one week, the T-Rex begins to nurse. She notices everything. She is transfixed. As if that were not
a fairytale enough, Dana then finds the boy, and he does nothing to convince her that hes not a T-
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rex. She is determined to find out the truth about that. Thus begins a series of exciting events that
will lead Dana through a whole adventure, from the far eastern coast of Asia to the Caribbean, from

where the T-rexes come to be, to the Costa Rican mountains. First, they learn about how the
dinosaur was formed, then about the prehistoric ecosystems that existed in the past. They follow

back an Ancient Thunderbird in it’s migration, meet a dinosaur father on route, see a volcanic
eruption that created the pitts where the T-rex now live, enter into a battle between the Triceratops

and the Spinosaurus. 5ec8ef588b
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